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Chart of Account PL BS TB by Period 

 

You can pick a Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet layout or the Trial Balance view. The above 
shows the Profit and Loss. It defaults to the current fiscal year and start period to current 
period. You can remove the current fiscal year and enter any period range if you wanted to. 
Good if you wanted to compare calendar year instead of fiscal year or you wanted to look at 
the last 18 months.  
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You can show the Budget and or the Last Years value by ticking the options. Each period 
has a Budget Column and a Variance. Last years if added will also show a variance for each 
period. A red variance is less sales or more expense so draws your attention to it.   

 

If you export to Excel then there is an option to put a field marker. If you display the 
comment then you will be able to see the transactions that make it up.  The advantage of 
this is that if you send the spreadsheet to someone they can drill down without having 
access to Interprise.  
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If you click or drill down on a value then it will display the transactions that make it up. You 
can sort and group these transactions. You can also drill down on the journal, document and 
customer. You can also export the transactions to Excel.  

You can open up a heading to see the nominal or sub groups that make up the value. NB 
that when you export to Excel there is an option called Include Details tick box which will 
either show the overall summary or all the nominal codes/sub folders as well.  
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Profit & Loss by Segment 

 

You can display the segment as a column along the top. In our example we have a segment 
for country. You can show budgets or Last years for comparison. 

All figures have drill down with the + and the hyperlink like the normal profit and loss 
above.  

There is an Other column for none segmented transactions.  

You can show different segments by using the segment pull down. 

 

 

 

 


